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CRYSTALS AND TRANSLATIONAL in two dimensions. 
SYMMETRY 

WISH to talk to YOU in the next few min I about some recent exciting developm 
the field of the architecture of solids. 

Some oftbe most beauteous forms in w 
Nature expresses herself are crystals. One 
only to walk through the Raman Collection 
become acutely aware of this. These exquisit 
forms arise b e u s e  of the apparent propensity o 
mo1ecuIes o r  ions to arrange themselves i 
dimensional arraii OF lattices. 

It is this periodicity or translational sy 
which is the basis of x-ray crystallograph 
lattice periodicity acts like an amplifier 
intensity of x-rays scattered in particular 
tions by the atoms and sharpens the diffracti 
maxima. The geometry of the lattice deiines th 
positions of these spots while the molecular or 
ionic structure affects the 
material which does not have translatio 
metry cannot be a crystal; 
hence treated as liquids or glasses and 
produce a diiraction pattern of diffuse ring 
determination of the structure from diffus 
terns produced by solids lacking translati 
symmetry involves a great deal of speculation. 
is only because of the exist 
symmetry in many-solids that x- 
graphy has made immense contributions t 
understanding of the structure o 
has resulted in ma* advances 
inorganic chemistry, mineralogy 
istry and even to the understanding of the 
processes of life. 

Translational symmetry imposes many se 
symmetry restrictions. For ex 
axis of symmetry is forbidden in crystallogra 

* From the Presidential address delivered an 6th Fe 
1985 at the &Lien Jubilee meeting of the Indian Acad 
Sciences. 
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lden mean of the Greeks. 

. . 

on the scene. Mathematical recreati 

which goes round and round without 
higher and higher and which was made fa 
by the lithograph "Ascending and Descen 
by the renowned Dutch artist Escher. 

Penrose are derived from a rhombus of angles ljying'@ a pla&tiled by one of the uncountable 
i., ... 

72" and 108", dividing the long diagonal in the infinity' bf Penrose tiling, one cannot know 
golden ratio (I : Q) and joining the obtuse corn? which tiling one is-on! "Suppose we have ex- 
(figure 4). Two tiles result, one "kite" shaped and plaid = cir&:&ion of diameter d and we call 
the other "dart" shaped. The rhombus, of course, it a:town where& _ I i s _ . . ~ ~  live. If we ask ourselves how 
tiles periodically and so oneis not allowed to join fai-&e.wefibm aregion that exactly mtches the 
the pieces in this manner. Forbidden ways of . streets ofourhometown", the answer is aremark- . ~ 

joining sides of equal length can be enforced in ' . abl hich states3: "never 
many ways, the simplest being to label the gr m the right direction 



pattern" ! 
I klieve thiit Penrose was reluctant to d idos  don. He generalised the two-dimensional 

acute and the other obtuse 
sion relationships (figure 7). 

to be written up. When Martin Gardner's artlc 

difficult to visualise a possible atomic structure 
corresponding to a Penrose tiling and'to calculate 
the diffraction pattern. One gets the most surpris- 
ing result that the two-dimensional non-periodic 
Penrose structure shows sharp diiraction spots. 
These are arranged broadly on circular regions 
giving an appearance of a "diffuse" x-ray powder 
pattern composed of a large number of discrete 
sharp spots. The optical transform of one of the 
Penrose-tiling structures (after Mackay' who electron diffraction 
made so many pioneering contributions to' this under the electron 
field) is shown in figure 6. We shall not discuss 
here why a non-periodic structure gives sharp 
diffraction spots instead of a disuse pattern. 

The next logical question is to ask whether tions were not prompted 1 

.~ .~ ~ - -  ~ ~ 



Figure 6. Optical transform of a two-dimensional 
Penrose tiling pattern (after Mackay4). 

by a desire to preserve the sacred dogma of 
crystallography. 

In the November 12th (1984) issue of Physical 
Review Letters there appeared a paper by D. 
Shechtman (Israel), I. Blech (Israel), D. Gratias 
(France) and J. W. Cah& (USA)', where ametallic 
solid (aluminium alloyed with 14% atomic per 
cent manganese prepared by rapid solidiilcation) 
showed very sharp electron diffraction peaks 
(figure 8). These diffraction peaks could not be 
indexed to any of the conventional Bravais 
lattices. What took the world of crystallography 
by surprise was that the sharp ~ r a c t i o n  patterns 
displayed all the symmetries of the icosahedron. 
The diffraction geometry looks similar to the 
optical wansform of the Penrose tiling. 

The discovery is a vindication of the concept 
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sequence"'. I t  is obvious that one has to extend tilings may suggest new possibilities of molecular 
our concept of crystallinity to mean the degree to 'structure in two and three dimensions. 
which identical components of a structure are in a When one looks at this new architecture one 
similar environment. It has now been shown cannot but be reminded of something G. K. 
that by pursuing recursive relationships, it 
possible to produce an inhite variety of struc- s a little more regular than 
tures which are regular but "non-crystalline". tude is obvious, but its 
There can be no doubt that a new era in solid tude is hidden. Its wildness lies in 
state architecture has been opened up. There is a sort of treason in the 

SOME IMPLICATIONS 

This new type of architecture present 
challenges. The structural scientist 
to determine the structure of the 
ionic conglomeration, but also Z. F.  Krisr, 1960, 
pattem-a problem more complex than that 
conventional crysfallography. Does a 
even a liquid) consist of microregions 
of Penrose tilings distributed at random? Are 
there other modes of non-periodic tiling which 
are different from the ones discovered so far? 

To the solid state physicist this non-periodic 
architecture presents a new,class of solids with 
very peculiar band gaps @;dbably having special 
properties). To the organic chemist the Penrose 


